Introduction
In 1990 Gowda and Teboulle published the paper [16] , making a comparison of several conditions ensuring the Fenchel-Rockafellar duality formula
inf{/ (x) + g(Ax) \x € X] = max{-/*(A V ) -* * ( -/ ) I y* e Y*}.
Probably the first comparison of different constraint qualification conditions was made by Hiriart-Urruty [17] in connection with s-subdifferential calculus. Among them appears, as the basic sufficient condition, the formula for the conjugate of the corresponding function; such functions are: f\ + /2, g ° A, max{f\,... ,/"}, etc. In fact strong duality formulae (like the one above) and good formulae for conjugates are equivalent and they can be used to obtain formulae for e-subdifferentials, using a technique developed in [17] and extensively used in [46] .
Meantime other papers treated similar problems, using other conditions. The aim of this note is to compare them with former conditions. This paper is dedicated to Professors B. Craven and B. Mond on the occasion of their retirement.
Interiority notions
In establishing sufficient conditions for duality one uses several notions of interiority.
Let X be a real linear space and C c X a nonempty set. We recall that the algebraic interior (or core) of C is 354 C. Zalinescu [2] that is, x e C if and only if C -x is absorbing, while the algebraic relative interior (or intrinsic core) of C is l C = {x e X | Vy eaffC, 3<5>O, VA. e [-5,3] : (l-A.)jt + Ay e C}.
In the sequel span C, aff C, cone C and conv C represent the linear, affine, conical and convex hull of C, respectively; in particular cone C = [0, oo) • C.
When X is a topological vector space (t.v.s. for short) we introduce the notation I 'C if aff C is a closed manifold, 0 otherwise, while for X a locally convex space (l.c.s. for short) we consider jb yC if X Q is a barreled linear subspace, 10 otherwise,
where X o = span(C -c) for some (every) c e C;X 0 is the linear subspace parallel to aff C. Recall that the l.c.s. X is barreled if every closed, convex and absorbing subset is a neighborhood of the origin of X. The first notation is introduced in [49, p. A90] . If X is a t.v.s. and C C X, int C, rint C and C denote the interior, the interior with respect to aff C and the closure of C, respectively. Related to rint C and /c C is ri C, the relative interior of C, introduced in [31, Definition 3.3.4] . More exactly I rint C if aff C is a closed manifold, n C = { [ 0 otherwise.
Of course, rint C C ' C, and so rint C = ri C C ic C if aff C is closed and rint C C lfc C if the parallel space to aff C is barreled. Let C be a nonempty closed convex set; by a standard argument, if X is a Frechet space (that is, a complete metrizable l.c.s.) and aff C is closed then rint C = ri C = [3] Constraint qualifications in infinite-dimensional convex programming 355 and x e ' C^V y e C , 3 A. > 0 : (I + X)x -ky e C O cone(C -x) = cone(C -C)
<S» cone(C -x) is a linear space
X(C -x) is a linear space
\^Jn(C -x) is a linear space.
neN'
Taking into account the characterizations of the elements of ' C given above, we see that
is a barraled linear subspace of X
•&• ( J n ( C -x ) is a barreled linear subspace of X.
The condition 0 € tb C is used intensively by Simons [39] and the author [50, (HO) ]. We have also that If X is a Frechet space and aff C is closed then ic C = ib C, but it is possible to have ib C ^ 0 and ic C = 0 (if aff C is not closed). We have that iC C is nothing else but the strong quasi relative interior sqri C introduced in [19] ; sqri C is used in [2, 16] .
Prior to the introduction of sqri C, Bonvein and Lewis [10] introduced the set qri C of quasi relative interior points of C; x e qri C if * e C and cone(C -x) is a linear subspace of X. Taking into account that in a finite-dimensional separated t.v.s. the closure of a convex cone is a linear subspace if and only if itself is a linear subspace, it follows that in this case qri C = 'C = sqri C (see [10, Proposition 2.4] for the first equality).
Below we mention several properties of qri, some of them being slight refinements of those in [10] . First note that
whence, taking into account that cone A = coneA for A c X,
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It follows (see [10, Lemma 2.9] for X a l.c.s.) that
and so, if qri C ^ 0 then qri C = C (see [10, Proposition 2.12] for X a l.c.s.). Let Y be another t.v.s. and A € Jf(X, Y), where -£f(X, JO denotes the class of continuous linear operators from X into Y. Then A (qri C) C qri A(C) (see [10, Proposition 2.21] for X a l.c.s.). Indeed, if x e qri Cthen,by(l),*-C C cone(C-;t), whence
which shows that Ax e qri A(C). Moreover, if qri C ^ 0, then
Indeed, let x 0 € qri C and take y € qri A(C) ( c A(C)). There exists x € C such that y = Ax. From (2) it follows that (1 -X)x 0 + Xx e qri C for X e (0, 1). From the inclusion showed above we have that (1 -X)Ax 0 + Xy e qri A(C) for A. e (0, 1). Taking the limit as X -*• 1, we get y € A (qri C). From (3) we obtain that sqri A(C) C A (qri C), if qri C ^ 0; this relation is shown in [16, Proposition 3.5] for X a l.c.s. and Y a Baire space. Also from (3) one obtains that A(qri C) = '(A(C)) if A € J&?(X, R") and qri C ^ 0 (see [10, _Proposition 2.10] for X a l.c.s.); note that for a convex subset B of R" one has 'B = 'B = qri B.
The relation A (qri C) = '(A(Q) mentioned above and the fact that qri C happens to be nonempty, even when ' C is empty (in many situations in infinite dimensional spaces, as proven in [10] ), show the usefulness of quasi relative interiors in partially finite convex programs.
The notion of quasi relative interior is related to that of united sets, as mentioned by Moussaoui and Voile [28] . In [21, Definition 1.7.5] and [24, Definition 7.6.5] one says that the convex sets C\, C2 C X are united if they cannot be properly separated, that is, if all closed hyper-planes which separate C\ and C 2 contain both of them. In [28] it is shown that qri C = C n {x e X I {x} and C are united }.
Assume that X is a separated l.c.s. Ifcone(C-x) (= cone(C-x)) is a linear subspace then x e C. Moreover, assuming that aff C is closed and rint C ^ 0, if cone(C -x) is a linear subspace then x 6 rint C; when aff C has finite codimension this statement follows from [28, Theorem III.2] . [5] Constraint qualifications in infinite-dimensional convex programming 357
Indeed, the first statement follows by separating strictly [x} and C if x £ C. For the second statement we may suppose that x = 0. As aff C is closed and C C aff C, it follows that 0 € C C aff C; thus X o = aff C is a linear subspace. If 0 £ rint C, applying a separation theorem in X o , we get x£ e XQ such that (x, x$) > 0 for all x e rint C. Taking an extension x* e X* of x£ we have that 0 < (x, x*) for every * € C, and so 0 < (JC, x*) for every x €= coneC. As coneC is a linear subspace we obtain that 0 = (x, x*) for every x € coneC, contradicting the fact that {x, x*} > 0 for all x € rint C (# 0). Therefore x e rint C.
Subdifferentiability criteria
Let/ : X -> R; the domain of/ is dom/ = {JC € X | / (x) < oo}, the epigraph of / is epi/ = {{x,t) € X xR \ f{x) < t], while the sublevel set of/ at height A. 6 R is the set [f < X] = {x € X | / (x) < A}. The function / : X -+ R is proper if dom/ 7^ 0 and / does not take the value -oo.
In the sequel we denote by A{X) the class of proper and convex functions / : X -> R, and by T(X) the class of lower semicontinuous (l.s.c. for short) functions
/ e A(X).
It is well known (see [27, Proposition lO .c], [24, Theorem 6.4.6] , etc.) that the function/ € A(X) is subdifferentiable at any x € dom/ where/ is continuous; it is also well known that / is continuous at x € dom/ if and only if/ is bounded above on a neighborhood of JC . Other sufficient conditions for subdifferentiability were obtained. We mention some of them, (almost) explicitly stated in the literature; another condition will follow from Theorem 3 in the next section (see Remark 3). We recall that A C X is cs-closed if whenever (A n ) neN . c [0, co), Yl n >i K = 1, (c n ) ne N« C C and the series X! n >i ^« c n ls convergent with sum x, then x € C; A is cs-complete if whenever (A n ) n6N . c [0, co), £">, k n = 1, (c n ) neN . C C and (]T^= 1 Kc m ) n^ is a Cauchy sequence, the series £ n > 1 A. n c n is convergent with sum x 6 C. Of course, if C is cs-complete then C is cs-closed, and if C is cs-closed then C is convex. The function/ is cs-closed {cs-complete) if epi/ is cs-closed (cs-complete) in X x R.
If/ e A(X) and x 0 € dom/, taking g 6 
for x e X, in everyone of the three situations f satisfies the conditions in (ii), (iii) and (iv), respectively. Therefore 0 € int(dom/), whence xo 6 rint(dom/).
The next result is related to the preceding proposition. ' Recall first that for / e A(X), the directional derivative of/ at x 0 e dom/ is defined (and exists) by Since/o is continuous at 0 (6 X o ), we have that VJC e X o : /o'(O;x) = max {(x,x*) \ x* e 3/ 0 (0)}, ' The referee considered that "in Proposition 1, it could be interesting to know if the directional derivative of/ at 0 is equal to the support function of 3/ (0). This is true assuming that/ 6 F(X), X Banach and 0 e ic (Aomf) (see [11] 
The fundamental duality formula
In [36] Rockafellar uses systematically the perturbation functions in order to derive optimality conditions and duality formulae. This approach is also used in [5, 12, 13, 15, 32, 46, 47, [49] [50] [51] .
In the rest of the paper X, Y, Z are separated locally convex spaces (s.l.c.s. for short), y x denotes the class of convex neighborhoods of the origin in X and 9Sx denotes the class of nonempty bounded subsets of X; recall that B c X is bounded if for every V € Y x there exists X > 0 such that B c A. V. In convex analysis the relation
is fundamental. So, it is very important to have sufficient conditions which ensure the validity of (4). Usually one considers the family of convex minimization problems
,z), xeX, for z & Z, and the corresponding marginal (or value) function
It is known, and simple to prove, that h is convex, dom h = Pr z (dom <t>) and h*(z*) = ®*(0, z*) for every z* € Z*. In the sequel we shall suppose that 0 e dom h, or equivalently, 0 e Pr z (dom<t>). In this situation h(0) 6 R or h(0) = -oo. Recall that if the convex function / : X ->• R takes the value -oo then / is identically -oo on '(dom/) and/* is identically +oo on X*. Therefore (4) holds if
Before stating the next theorem we introduce an hypothesis on sets (in product spaces) which is intermediate between cs-closedness and cs-completeness. Let A C X x Y; we say that A satisfies (Hx) (the letter x refers to the variable x) if
Recall that/ 6 A(X) is quasi-continuous (see [21, Definition 1.7.3] , [24, Definition 7.6.3], the last one under the name of rf-quasi-continuity) if aff(dom/) is closed with finite codimension and / | a ff(dom/) is continuous at every x e rint(dom/), supposed to be nonempty.
In the next theorem we state several sufficient conditions for the fundamental duality formula (4).
)). Each of the following conditions is sufficient for (4) :
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S033427000001095X [9] Constraint qualifications in infinite-dimensional convex programming 361 , h is quasicontinuous, and so rint(dom h) ^ 0. Since {0} and dom h are united, the discussion from the end of Section 2 shows that 0 e rint(dom h), and so h\ Zo is continuous at 0, that is, (i) holds. REMARK 
Therefore every condition from Theorem 3 gives a subdifferentiability criterion. The new ones (in comparison with Proposition 1) are given by: epi/ is cs-closed and 0 € '*(dom/), a n d / is quasi-continuous and {0} and dom/ are united (in particular if 0 e qri(dom/)) 2 . The last situation, even not explicitly stated, can be found in [21, 24] .
In applications it is important to have conditions on 4> which ensure that also the functions 4>, <&(x, z) = <J>(x, z) -(x,x*) with** e X*, satisfy them. Such conditions are (ii)-(vii) from Theorem 3.
Other conditions of this type are:
V f / e r x , 3A. > 0 : { z e Z \3xeXU,
where, as in (7) is inspired by the conditions used in [13] . We state another duality formula which will be useful in the sequel. 
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S033427000001095X 364 C. Zalinescu [12] ( If (vi) holds, it is clear that <J> satisfies condition (iv) of Theorem 3. By Proposition 4 it follows that relation (7) holds. Therefore for U x Y e f /x Y there exist X > 0 and V € y Yo such that
Vc{z€ Y | 3(x,y)ekUx Y, 4>(x,y;z) < X] = [z e Y | 3 * e XU, (x,y + z)es/, F(x, y) < X],
which means that (i) holds. If (v) holds then the conclusion is given by [50, Proposition 5] .
Note that every condition of the preceding theorem is verified by F, F{x,y) = F{x, y) -(x, x*), where x* € X*, when it is verified by F. Conditions (i) and (ii) are inspired by the conditions used in [13] .
Taking J / = X X ( 0 ) , the conclusion of the preceding theorem is just the conclusion of Theorem 3. Conditions (i), ii), (iii) and (iv) become (7), (6) 
Generalized Fenchel-Rockafellar duality
In control problems appear functions of the type: 
PROPOSITION 7. Let F e A(X x Y), A e S£(X, Y) and D = {Ax -y \ (x, y) e dom F}. //"dim(span D) < oo then 'D = rint D; ifX is a Frechet space, F is l.s.c. and ib D ^ 0 then ib D = rint D; ifX, Y are metrizable, [(F is cs-closed and gr A is cs-complete) or F is cs-complete] and

Fenchel-Rockafellar duality
Consider now the case when F from the preceding section has separated variables. 368 C. Zalinescu [16] (ii) for every U € % there exist A. > 0 and V € VY 0 such that 
THEOREM 8. Letf e A(X), g e A(Y) and A e Sf(X, Y). Assume that dom/ D A~'(dom^) ^ 0 and let Y o = span (A(dom/) -domg). Consider (fo € A(X), = f (x) + g(Ax). If one of the following conditions holds:
(i) there exist k 0 e R, BVcA(\f <k]r\kU)-lg<X]\ (hi) dim Y o < oo andO e '(A (dom/) -domg);(
Moreover, ifx € dom^3 = ^"'(domg) is such that <pi(x) -g(y) with y e &/(x), and s > 0 then d £ (pi(x) C si* (d e g(J)) (with equality if si is a linear subspace)
. [19] Constraint qualifications in infinite-dimensional convex programming 371 PROOF. Taking F(x, y) = g(y) in Theorem 5, perturbed with x* e X*, one obtains the expression of <p\(x*). For obtaining 3 £^3 (J) one uses the standard argument.
Note that (iii) => (ii) =• (i), (iv) => (ii), (vi) =>• (i) and (vi) =>• (v).
Generally, the conclusions of the preceding theorem, for &/ = grA with A e 3f(X, Y), is obtained applying Theorem 8 taking/ = 0 (see Remark 9 for references), or directly using condition (iv) (in infinite-dimensional spaces) and condition (iii) in finite-dimensional spaces. In the next remark we do not refer to that situations. Note that in [36] and [17] are used other conditions, too. 
Fenchel duality formula
In this section we are interested in duality, conjugate and e -subdifferential for the sum of two convex functions. The main result is the following. 372 C. Zalinescu [20] (v) X is a Frechet space, f,g e T(X) and 0 e '*(dom/ -dom g); (vi) X is metrizable, / , g have proper conjugates, f is cs-closed, g is cs-complete andO e '*(dom/ -domg); 
V** e X* : {f + gnx*) = min{f*(x* -y*) + g*(y*) | y* e X*},
and Wx e dom/ n domg, £ > 0 :
PROOF. Taking A = Idx, the conclusion follows from Theorem 8 under conditions Generally, the conclusions of the preceding theorem are obtained using condition (iv) (in infinite-dimensional spaces; see [24, 27, 33] , etc.) and condition (iii) in finitedimensional spaces. In the next remark we do not refer to that situations. Note that in [36] and [17] are used other conditions, too; see also [48, Proposition 1].
Ponstein [31, Theorem 3.14.20] obtains (14) using the condition: X is a Banach space, ri(dom/) D ri(domg) ^ 0, whence X t = aff(dom/) and X 2 = aff(domg) are closed, / | x , , g\x 2 aie (upper semi-) continuous on ri(dom/) and ri(domg), respectively, and X i +X 2 is closed. This condition is stronger than (ii) [or, equivalently, (i)].
Indeed, let x 0 € ri(dom/) n ri(domg). Using a standard argument, one may assume that x 0 = 0, and so Xi and X 2 are closed linear subspaces, as well as X o -X\ -X 2 = span(dom/ -domg). By hypothesis, there exist p, k > 0 such that pUxnXiClf <k], pu x nx 2 c[g<k\. 2 , is linear and continuous and X x x X 2 , X o are Banach spaces, there exists r) > 0 such that 
Moreover, taking E = dom 3/ -dom dg, we have 2 ) for all X e (0, 1) and x x , x 2 e X). Let g : Y -> R. We say that g is increasing on E C K if yi, y 2 € E and yj < y 2 imply g(yi) < g(y 2 ); g is increasing if g is increasing on the whole space Y. For g and H as above, we define g o H by (g o //)(x) = g(H(x)) if x e dom H, = oo otherwise (which amounts to say that g(oo) = oo).
In the next theorem we give formulae for the conjugate and e-subdifferential of f +goH. As the inequality < holds always in (18) , it follows that (18) (19) for £ = 0 using condition (iv). Note that the general case may be obtained from the one with / = 0.
A final remark: the conditions using >C D and D' (in Frechet spaces) are, practically, equivalent; this is easy to see from the general approach by perturbation functions, but no so evident for the Fenchel duality. This fact was pointed in [50, Theorem 6 ], but we considered that it is not worth to detail all the situations treated in [46] . This was the case with the continuous versions of the problems treated in [46] , too; we only sketched them in § 4 of that paper (but the details may be found in the author's thesis, University of Iasi, 1983).
